18th July 2018
European Court of Human Rights
Council of Europe
67075 Strasbourg CEDEX
France
Dear Sir,
Re: Application 16918/18 van der Westhuizen vs. United Kingdom – Request to
overturn the Gibraltar Courts’ biased, unfair and fraudulent decisions against me
I hope this finds you well, in good spirit and having a good day.
Your decision to declare the request as “inadmissible” on the grounds that it is
“manifestly ill-founded within the meaning of article 35 & 3A”, which is just a
verbatim repetition of the words in that article, doesn’t explain why it is illfounded or address any of the irrefutable facts presented.
Which proves that the EU, which exists solely on the back of its fraudulent
legislation without which it would not exist, is just a fictitious hoax perpetrated on
the people (see also the article lodged as evidence in the Gibraltar Supreme Court:
Matter No. 2016/CRIAP/004: ‘Revealed: The secret report that shows how the
Nazis planned a Fourth Reich ... in the EU’1), with no real justice and therefore fake
force: arbitrarily ignoring facts and arguments which it cannot answer because
they are irrefutable and maybe strange to it, which facts happen to be of world
import in this matter.
Take note that by this perversion of justice you have joined Mrs. Elizabeth
Alexandra Mary Battenberg (alias queen) and her rich backers, who are
perpetrating the biggest deceit and fraud of all time by concealing her
fake/unlawful crowning JAHTruth.net/britmon, as proven in detail in the
documentation, and thereby the King of kings/Christ’s Second Coming presence on
Earth now JAHTruth.net/emmau2 Whose throne it is, at the expense of the world –
note for one obvious clue: her and her backers phenomenally staggering wealth
which has led to the mass worldwide poverty: judge a tree by its fruit, in bringing
the blood of the world on your hands.
King of kings’ Bible JAHTruth.net/kofk-free/Bible Ezekiel 33:1 Again the word of
the "I AM" came unto me, saying,
33:2 Son of man, speak to the children of thy people, and say unto them, When I
bring the sword upon a land, if the people of the land take a man of their coasts,
and set him for their watchman:
33:3 If when he seeth the sword come upon the land, he blow the trumpet, and
warn the people;
33:4 Then whosoever heareth the sound of the trumpet, and taketh not warning; if
the sword come, and take him away, his blood shall be upon his own head.
33:5 He heard the sound of the trumpet, and took not warning; his blood shall be
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